Datasheet

HP Pavilion Gaming Keyboard 800
Rapid speed. Quiet keys.
Strike every key in near silence with a red switch mechanical keyboard optimized for gaming. Experience rapid-fire
responsiveness, quieter keys, and an array of premium features including colorful LED backlighting and a detachable
wrist wrest.

Swift. Smooth. Silent.

Light the way

Audio under control

Game in comfort

Red mechanical switches are
designed for rapid action with
minimal noise and resistance,
plus a 50 million click lifetime.

Customize colorful 4-zone LED
backlighting by altering light
speed, direction, and more—all
without software.

Control volume and mute your
mic with dedicated media keys
plus a built-in 3.5mm analog
headset port.

Detachable wrist rest offers
ergonomic comfort to alleviate
pressure on wrists while
gaming.
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Featuring
No key undetected
100% anti-ghosting with n-key rollover ensures that no matter how fast you make your next move, every key press is detected.
Find the perfect angle
Game at the ideal angle with 2-way adjustable legs and non-slip rubber feet that keep your keyboard in place.
Uninterrupted gaming
Windows lock function key prevents accidental interruptions while gaming.
Peace-of-mind coverage
Rest easy with an HP standard two-year limited warranty.
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Product dimensions

444.5 x 136.5 x 38 mm

Weight

0.83 kg; Packed: 1.18 kg

Warranty

Rest easy with an HP standard two-year limited warranty.

What's in the box

Keyboard; Product notice; Warranty; Quick start poster

Country of origin

China

Product number

5JS06AA

Ordering info

5JS06AA#ABB: 193015920262; 5JS06AA#ABD: 193015920279; 5JS06AA#ABE: 193015920286; 5JS06AA#ABF: 193015920293; 5JS06AA#ABT: 193015920309;
5JS06AA#ABU: 193015920316; 5JS06AA#ABV: 193015920323; 5JS06AA#ABZ: 193015920330; 5JS06AA#UUW: 193015920354; 5JS06AA#UUZ: 193015920361;
5JS06AA#AB9: 193015920378; 5JS06AA#ACB: 193015920347
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